FREDERICKS' FAILURE TO ENFORCE LAW
BRANDS HIM WHOLLY UNFIT FOR OFFICE

REPEATED AND NOTORIOUS VIOLATION OF LAWS
WHEN REDLIGHT DISTRICT FLOURISHED IGNORING
BY COUNTY OFFICIAL WHO NOW SEEKS RE-ELEC-
TION—CODE SPECIFICALLY POINTS OUT THE DUTIES
BUT FREDERICKS FAILED TO PROSECUTE OFFENDERS

IF we may judge from the poor source which our Republican evening paper is
habit of getting up a defense for Chester Annex—Fredericks, he has tried to
bore of decisive material indeed. As in admiral appearing in its columns yesterday
Mr. Woolwine, whose exploits of 'Slanty Attorney—Fre-
drick's record' are challenging such widespread attention among the citizens of this city, Mr.
Fredericks' Republican defectors say:

...The grand tariff is a bad law for public economy than for any private benefit
as a step in the redlight district to wicked practices which have been going on somewhere
west of a line does. The defeat of the grand jury to interfere with the<br>
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